Modulated DSC measurements on bulk (Na 2 O) x (GeO 2 ) 1-x glasses show a sharp reversibility window in the 14% < x < 19% soda range, which correlates well with a broad global minimum 
regimes of elastic behavior. Glasses in RWs form rigid but stress-free networks, those below the low-connectivity edge of RWs form elastically flexible networks, while those above the highconnectivity end of RWs form stressed-rigid networks. Glasses in RWs, also known as Intermediate Phases (IPs), have attracted much attention in recent years because they are functionally quite different from their flexible or stressed-rigid counterparts. They form space filling networks which do not age much [1] [2] [3] , and are reviewed in terms of multi-scale selforganization 6 of disordered systems. A number of network systems display these characteristics of self-organization; for example, computational phase transitions 7 , thin-film gate dielectrics 8 , high temperature superconductors 9 , H-bonded alcohols and saccharides 10 , and protein folding 11 .
Is the self-organized state of disordered systems also found in ionic glasses with non-bridging oxygens as well? Alkali germanates are prototypical oxide glasses, with physical properties varying anomalously with alkali oxide content [12] [13] [14] . Here we observe a sharp RW in (Na 2 O) x (GeO 2 ) 1-x glasses and show that the thermal result supported by IR reflectance and Raman scattering represents the IP. Birefringence measurements directly reveal the stress-free nature of the IP.
The mean valence number, r, is a faithful measure 15 of network connectivity. In covalent systems, r is easily estimated because the valence of atoms are locally satisfied, leading to well defined coordination numbers [1] [2] [3] . Fine powders of 99.995% Na 2 CO 3 and 99.999% GeO 2 were weighed and intimately mixed in a nitrogen gas purged glove bag (relative humidity 5%) using a Pt crucible. Mixtures were transferred to a muffle furnace held at 125°C. The furnace T was then increased to the 1350°C-1400°C range and held there for 4 hours, and the melts were then poured onto steel plates to yield bulk glasses. Glass transitions were studied 1-3 using a TA Instrument model 2920 modulated DSC operated at 3°C/min scan rate and 1°C/100s modulation rate. The nearly stress-free nature of the IP is manifested in birefringence measurements using a polarizing microscope. Optically polished platelets of about 1mm thickness were examined with parallel polarizer and analyzer set up. Fig.4 reproduces micrographs of 6 sample compositions, two of which are below (10%,13%) , two in (16%,17%), and two above (20%,25%) the IP compositions. Black spots of about 50 μm in size are present in sample compositions outside the IP, but not in the IP. Furthermore, spot densities increase as one goes away from the IP compositions both below( 13% →10%) and above ( 20%→25%). Glasses are generally optically isotropic and can be expected to display no birefringence unless stress is frozen-in and renders a region optically anisotropic or birefringent. Our glass samples contain traces of bonded water as revealed by a band near 2.3 μm in mid-IR, and we believe the birefringent spots come from traces of bonded water that decorate macroscopic regions of frozen-in stress in the glasses.
In samples synthesized by handling precursors in a glove box (rel. humidity less than 0.2%) bonded water content reduces substantially, and we were unable to observe birefringence in any of the elastic phases, suggesting that the intrinsic size of stressed regions is less than our 6 resolution limit of 1 μm.
The present results suggest that additions of small amounts ( ~ 2%) of soda leads to creation of non-bridging oxygen atoms , and to the production of Q 3 species from Q 4 ones present in the base glass. Here Q n (NMR notation) represents a Ge having 'n' bridging oxygen nearest neighbors. The sharp drop in T g over the narrow interval, 0 < x < 2%, (Fig.1a) agrees with the slope, dT g /dx = -30°C/at.% of soda, predicted by stochastic agglomeration theory 21 . With increasing soda content, five-fold coordinated Ge sites emerge 22 and increase the connectivity of the backbone as reflected in the increase of T g leading to a global maximum near x ~ 18%. We have modeled 23 the network structure by a speciation reaction 24 between a Q 4 , a Q 3 and a fivefold Ge species (Ge [V] ) with respective probabilities p 4 , p 3 and p 5 . One is then able to define the mean Ge coordination number, r Ge = 4p 4 +3p 3 +5p 5 , and since T g correlates with network connectivity, we fix the reaction constant by requiring a maximum in r Ge to coincide with that in T g (Fig.1a) . The model then predicts (i) T g s to decrease at x > 18% as Q 3 species proliferate and (ii) the mean-field rigidity transition to occur near x = 23%. Both predictions are in reasonable agreement with the data (fig.1) . The broad global minimum in molar volumes near x ~18%, identified with the Germanate anomaly, has been attributed by some 13, 14, 22 to an aspect of local structure , i.e., Ge coordination number increase. On the other hand, Henderson 13 has suggested that the anomaly comes from growth of small (GeO) n rings, n = 3-and 4-member at the expense of larger ones, a feature of medium range structure. In Raman scattering one indeed observes the n = 3, 4 ring fraction to increase as x ~20%. The Germanate anomaly is better understood as a direct consequence of the multiscale structural self-reorganization of the glasses leading to an IP ( 
